In non-native English settings, to achieve native English competence is difficult and time-taking because of some psycho-sociolinguistic factors such as the linguistic dynamics of ESL and the sociolinguistic variables of a second and/or foreign language environment. "Learning English can be so cumbersome to learners, unless it is taught in an interesting way utilizing appropriate learning resources" (Alobo, 2010, p.124). 
Conceptual Framework
This paper is based on the concepts of interference and intraference. Interference, also negative transfer, which is well established, is associated with the concepts of Contrastive Analysis (CA) and Language Transfer, which are based on the assumption that second language learners have the tendency of transferring the features of their native and/or first language to their second language utterances (James, 1980, p. 14; Crystal, 2009, p. 249 ).
Contrastive analysis treated cases of interference as 'errors'
or 'deviations' from SBE norms" and researches and papers in higher schools and conferences in the 1960s and early seventies used contrastive analysis to predict, "sources of errors and deviations in the Nigerian variety of English" (Akere, 2009, p. 5; Surakat, 2010, p. 102 ). According to Ekundayo (2006 Ekundayo ( , 2011 , "Apparently, the theories and methods failed to examine critically HOW the rules and dynamics of the second language itself make learners produce coinages and variations, an issue which subsequent scholars in the turn of the nineteen sixties (1960s) took up vigorously" (p. 15). For example, Selinker (1984) mentions "the overgeneralization of linguistic materials and semantic features" in 'interlanguage', (p.37). Richards and Sampson (1984) discuss "systemic intralingual errors", "intralingual interference", and "internal language transfer " (pp. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . According to them, "intralingual interference refers to items produced by the learner which reflect not the structure of the mother tongue, but generalizations based on partial exposure to target language" (p.6). Labov (1994) also argues that the forces of language change and variation are in language properties and social dynamics. These properties "are in the grammar and they constrain the grammar, and they cannot be described" without reference to the grammar. Intra (being a bound form) has been combined with ferire to have intraferire. Analogically, intra (within) plus (+) ferire (to strike or contact) means to disturb, strike or make two things contact each other within an entity. So, the combination of intra and ferire will result in a clash or contact within a thing. In the context of this work, it is a contact within an entity, which is language. The -ference is the noun formation, meaning an internal contact or disturbance within, that is linguistic 'intraference. ' 
Review of Related Literature
The verb is the pivotal structural element around which other elements are bonded in a sentence. It relates to the subject by concord and then relates to other predicative elements by complementation (Crystal, 2009; Quirk and Greenbaum, 1989 
Discussions

Verbal Concord Formula
Step one should be the introduction and explanation of the Class seven (7) should be mass nouns which have double plurality that are used in two different contexts, the first having no surface plural marker, and the second form having a surface -s, -es, or -ies marker which denotes plurality and an added meaning of varieties, differences and backgrounds, as in fish-fishes, property-properties, people-peoples. Group six (8) should be mass nouns that can take either singular or plural concord depending on the context of use; for example, series, species, offspring.
Category nine (9) are compound words plurality and lastly, class ten (10) should be words of foreign origin whose spellings and plurals may constitute challenges to foreign learners. They are presented below:
Group 1: -s, -es, -ies,, -en, -e-, ives plurals.
S-s/N-s: book, box, fly, wish, texts, etc.
S +s/N+s: books, boxes, flies, wishes, texts:
The book is on the The ones that are asterisked are not joined together.
Summation plurals are problematic to second language users, particularly the educated Nigerians of this study.
Influenced by interference and intraference, the average The measles is all over the baby's skin
S-s = V+s
Stylistics is an interesting field of study.
S-s/N-s= V+s
The measles are all over the baby's skin * Stylistics are an interesting field of study.
S-s/N-s= V-s
Even though the subjects all have +s, the 's' is treated as singular minus -s because it is there as part of the spelling and name of the field or disease, which denotes a singular thing or manifestation.
Application of the Formula
This verbal concord formula can be used readily or quickly to correct errors of verbal concord. It has been applied by the researcher to teach verbal concord successfully in secondary and tertiary institutions with remarkable success since 1998 when it was formulated. Also, it facilitates the teaching of concord in all its types and senses: concord of grammatical number, proximity, correlative, notional and coordinated structures.
In proximity concord, for instance, the formula applies to the second part of the correlative expression, which is nearer to the verb:
(Not only the girls, but also) the boy is in police custody.Ö S-s = V+s (Either the teacher or) his students were informed. Ö S+s= V-s (Either the students or) their teacher was informed.Ö
S-s = V+s
Contrarily, in structures of quasi coordination, the formula applies to the farther part of the coordinated items: the first item mentioned in a quasi structure of coordination is used to harmonize the verb and subject agreement. Quasi coordinated structures use prepositions, prepositional phrases and adverbials (instead of the primary coordinators and, or and but) to coordinate two noun phrases (Quirk et al, 1985) . Some examples are:
The pastor (with his church members) has left.
The The villagers (in addition to their king) have been chased out.
The king (in addition to the villagers) has been chased out
The driver of the car (along with five passengers) was rescued.
Five passengers (along with the driver of the car) were rescued.
Our Vice Chancellor (in company of his Deputies is here now.
For notional concord where the collective or mass noun that is the subject is sometimes treated as singular or plural, depending on the context and the meaning the user intends to convey, the formula can be applied either way:
Nigerian government are irresponsible and corrupt.
Here, the notion or idea that necessitates the use of government are…is the focus on officers, tiers and arms of government.
Nigerian government is negotiating with the so-called rebels.
In this second sentence with government is…, the focus of the user is on 'Nigerian government' as an entity, a unified whole.
The audience in the auditorium was a large one.
The audience in this context is seen as one group in the auditorium.
The audience in the auditorium have split into rowdy groups.
In this example, the audience are not united or behaving as a unified group any more. Focus is on the splits and individuals that form the audience.
Exemptions to the Application of the Formula
There are very few exceptions that do not conform to this formula of verbal concord, as all formulas usually have their exceptions. In some expressions, the rule of S+s =V-s or S-s =V+s is violated at the surface structure. You men should come here (plural).
You should come here (singular).
You students are mischievous (plural).
You are mischievous (singular) or
You are a mischievous student.
You people have to leave now (plural).
You have to leave now (singular).
(ii) Some fixed expressions violate this formula, as in the following examples:
a. As sure as eggs is eggs, not As sure as eggs are eggs. e. There is many mistakes in his project* (Many mistakes is the subject, not there).
S+s V+s
When foreign learners run into structures like these, the best thing to do to get the real subject is to change the order of the sentence to the regular type and then the subject will be seen in its right place: Surely, one won't say your children is---or The man are…, or will one?
The Presence of Two Main Verbs in a Sentence
A writer/speaker may be tempted to pluralize two verbs in a 
